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Abstract  Geophysical observations indicate that patches of localized fracturing occur within otherwise viscous regions of subduction plate boundaries. These observations place uncertainty on the possible down-dip extent of the seismogenic zone, and as a result the maximum magnitude of subduction thrust earthquakes. However, the processes controlling where and how localized fracturing occurs within otherwise viscous shear zones are unclear. We examined three exposures of exhumed plate boundary on Kyushu, Japan, which contain subducted sediments and hydrated oceanic crust deformed at ∼300 to ∼500°C. These exposures preserve subduction-related viscous deformation, which in two of the studied exposures has a mutually overprinting relationship with quartz veins, indicating localized cyclical embrittlement. Where observed, fractures are commonly near lithological contacts that form viscosity contrasts. Mineral equilibrium calculations for a metabasalt composition indicate that exposures showing cyclical embrittlement deformed at pressure-temperature conditions near dehydration reactions that consume prehnite and chlorite. In contrast, dominantly viscous deformation occurred at intervening pressure-temperature conditions. We infer that at conditions close to metamorphic dehydration reactions, only small stress perturbations are required for transient embrittlement, driven by localized dehydration reactions reducing effective stress, and/or locally increased shear stresses along rheological contrasts. Our results show that the protolith composition of the subducting oceanic lithosphere controls the locations and magnitudes of dehydration reactions, and the viscosity of metamorphosed oceanic crust. Therefore, compositional variations might drive substantial variations in slip style.

Plain Language Summary  Along tectonic plate boundaries, with increasing depth, pressure and temperature, plate movement by brittle fracturing is suppressed, and mechanisms allowing steady slip become more efficient. Along subduction plate boundaries, where one plate sinks beneath another, observations indicate that a proportion of slip sometimes occurs by fracturing at pressure-temperature conditions where steady slip typically dominates. We use outcrops of an ancient, inactive plate boundary exposed on Kyushu, Japan to investigate the reason for this behavior. We found that chemical reactions, triggered by increasing temperature in sinking oceanic crust, produce water, with the effect of locally raising the fluid pressure within the plate boundary. We suggest that locally raised fluid pressures assist fracturing at pressure-temperature conditions where steady slip typically dominates. In some outcrops, fractures are especially common along contacts between different rock types, suggesting that mixing of different materials along the plate boundary might also favor fracturing.

1. Introduction

Earthquakes typically nucleate within a depth range referred to as the seismogenic zone. The base of the seismogenic zone depends on temperature (T), pressure (P) and composition, and in subduction zones a transition to dominantly aseismic creep typically occurs at ~350°C or the upper plate Moho, whichever is shallower (Hyndman et al., 1997). The transition zone between seismogenic and aseismic depths may span several km down-dip along the plate boundary, and is home to a range of intermediate slip styles (e.g., Obara & Kato, 2016; Peng & Gomberg, 2010). These include episodic tremor (persistent low frequency seismic signals consistent with small brittle slip events; Ide et al., 2007; Obara, 2002) and slow slip events (slip of similar magnitude to earthquakes but too slow to radiate seismic energy) (Peng & Gomberg, 2010; Rogers, 2003). The potential for earthquake propagation in this transition zone remains unclear (Obara & Kato, 2016). Understanding the factors...
that control where and how intermediate slip styles arise is therefore important for estimating potential rupture areas and the associated range of earthquake magnitudes (e.g., Marone, 1998; Scholz, 1998).

Along subduction plate boundaries, localized embrittlement within otherwise aseismic regions may be triggered by either or a combination of locally reduced effective stresses (e.g., Fagereng, Diener, Meneghini, et al., 2018; Gao & Wang, 2017; Giuntoli & Viola, 2021; Shelly et al., 2006; Yardley, 1983), or locally increased shear stress (Beall et al., 2019a; Sibson, 1980). Direct constraints on the composition and internal geometry of plate boundary shear zones may provide insight into how and why variations in shear stress or effective stress occur. Exposures of exhumed plate boundaries preserve structures that developed progressively during plate boundary slip, and if later tectonic or metamorphic overprint can be avoided, such exposures provide opportunities to directly observe the time-integrated effects of plate boundary deformation, and potentially constrain these factors.

Subducted and metamorphosed sedimentary rocks and oceanic crust are exposed on Kyushu, Japan, and some exposures preserve structures and mineral assemblages developed during subduction along the Late Cretaceous Eurasian margin. We consider three exposures of the Late Cretaceous plate boundary on Kyushu that were exhumed from different \( P-T \) conditions, and show minor post-subduction overprint. The metamorphic grades preserved in the studied exposures transect the inferred thermally-controlled seismic-aseismic transition (~350°C; Brace & Kohlstedt, 1980; Hyndman et al., 1997) and give a depth-integrated geological view of the plate boundary shear zone below the 300°C isotherm, extending to ~500°C near the mantle-wedge corner. Outcrop \( P-T \) constraints suggest the exposures reflect a plate boundary with a relatively warm paleo-geotherm (~15°C/km), and the temperature range of the exposures contains the temperatures at source regions for episodic tremor and slow slip (ETS) phenomena along the relatively warm Cascadia (McCrory et al., 2014; Wech & Creager, 2011) and southwest Japan margins (Obara et al., 2010; Obara & Kato, 2016).

In some of the shear zone exposures, viscously-formed foliations and brittlely-formed quartz veins mutually overprint, suggesting cyclicity in deformation style, as also suggested for many other exhumed shear zones (e.g., Behr & Bürgmann, 2021; Compton et al., 2017; Fagereng, Diener, Meneghini, et al., 2018; Fisher et al., 1995; Kirkpatrick et al., 2021; Kotowski & Behr, 2019; Meneghini & Moore, 2007; Rowe et al., 2011). Progressive metamorphism of subducting oceanic lithosphere is expected to produce different mineral assemblages depending on the input sequence and \( P-T \) path, which may sequester and/or release metamorphic fluids at different \( P-T \) conditions. Spatial variations in the mineral assemblage and fluid pressure within the shear zone may affect the mechanical conditions within the shear zone, and cause km-scale variations in deformation style (e.g., Condit et al., 2020; Fagereng, Diener, Ellis, & Remitti, 2018; Peacock, 2009).

We conceptualize and quantify mechanical conditions along the plate boundary using a combination of structural observations at outcrop- (100’s m to cm) and thin section- (cm to \( \mu \)m) scale, supplemented by calculations of mineral equilibria in \( P-T \) space, and O isotope analysis to determine the provenance of vein-forming fluids. Our results allow us to address the following questions: (a) What are the physical processes responsible for brittle and viscous deformation within the plate interface? (b) Is there a relationship between the \( P-T \) conditions of metamorphic dehydration reactions and the \( P-T \) conditions of embrittlement? (c) Is localized embrittlement correlated with viscosity heterogeneity? (d) What controls the spatial distribution of embrittlement within the dominantly aseismic regime?

2. **Tectonic Setting for the Exhumed Shear Zones**

The geology of Kyushu is dominated by approximately northeast–southwest striking terranes comprising oceanic lithosphere and trench-fill sediments (Figure 1a; Wallis et al., 2020). These terranes experienced subduction followed by accretion along the eastern Eurasian margin during a history of dominantly convergent tectonics, beginning in the Cambrian (Wallis et al., 2020).

The Makimine mélangé is exposed in eastern to central Kyushu, and occurs within the Late Cretaceous Shimanto Accretionary Complex (Figure 1a; Hara & Kimura, 2008; Kimura, 1997; Taira et al., 1982). In eastern Kyushu the Makimine mélangé is exposed in outcrops that span a few tens of meters wide and continue for hundreds of meters along the coast (Figure 1c; Ujiie et al., 2018). In central Kyushu the Makimine mélangé is exposed along river beds, in outcrops a few tens of meters wide, largely continuous for hundreds of meters along-river. In both coastal and inland mélange exposures, outcrops show sea-floor and trench-fill sediments, and oceanic crust
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metamorphosed and deformed at prehnite-pumpellyite to greenschist facies conditions, with a top-south shear sense (Mackenzie et al., 1987; Needham & Mackenzie, 1988; Ujiie et al., 2018). Peak temperature estimates derived from Raman spectra of carbonaceous material (RSCM) suggest that carbonaceous material defining the foliation in coastal (eastern) mélange exposures experienced peak \( T = 328 \pm 30^\circ\text{C} \) (Ujiie et al., 2018). RSCM thermometry of metasediment from inland (western) mélange exposures (approx. 32.6128°N, 131.4512°E) suggests peak \( T \) in the range 371 ± 19°C; slightly warmer than for coastal exposures (Ujiie et al., 2019).

On the west coast of Kyushu, west of the Makimine mélange, the Nishisonogi metamorphic rocks (NMR), which have a Late Cretaceous metamorphic age (Faure et al., 1988; Hattori & Shibata, 1982), occur within the Nagasaki Terrane (Figure 1a). Similarities in lithology, mineralogy, and protolith and metamorphic ages suggest the NMR may instead be affiliated to the Sanbagawa terrane (Miyazaki et al., 2016), however this correlation is debated (Wallis et al., 2020). The NMR contains components of an ocean floor sequence as well as serpentinite potentially sourced from the mantle wedge (T. Nishiyama, 1989). At Nishikashiyama (Figure 1d) there is no intact ocean plate stratigraphy preserved; rather, components of an ocean floor sequence including schistose metabasalts and metasediments, are intermixed in exposures of a broad kilometer-scale shear zone. RSCM thermometry of metasediment from Nishikashiyama suggests peak metamorphism at 500 ± 50°C (Ujiie et al., 2019). This is consistent with regional temperature estimates (Mori et al., 2019) and the occurrence of hornblende in metabasalt, as pseudo-sections of metabasalt compositions (Figure 7a) indicate hornblende is the stable amphibole above ~475°C.

At Nishikashiyama, foliation dips gently east and lineation plunges gently south-southeast, features interpreted to be a kilometer-scale, upright, open antiform with a north–south striking hinge surface west of Nishikashiyama (see Mori et al., 2019, their Figure 1b). This fold is interpreted to post-date the peak prograde metamorphism (Faure et al., 1988; T. Nishiyama, Sumino, & Ujiie, 2020). Unfolding by restoring the foliation to horizontal, S-C foliation geometries and lineation on C planes retain a top-south shear sense consistent with northwards subduction (Tulley et al., 2020). At Yukinoura, ~13 km northwest from the studied exposures (see T. Nishiyama, Ohfuji, et al., 2020, their Figure 1c), microdiamonds in metasediment, and garnet-bearing metabasalts with possible pseudomorphs after lawsonite, suggest metamorphism at \( P > 2.8 \text{ GPa} \), before retrogression to amphibolite facies equilibria (T. Nishiyama, Sumino, & Ujiie, 2020). The exhumation mechanism for the very high-pressure indicators is not clear. In contrast to exposures at Yukinoura, the exposures at Nishikashiyama do not preserve signs of retrogression from such high pressures.

Tectonic reconstructions indicate that in the Late Cretaceous, young to moderately aged (~ < 60 Ma) oceanic lithosphere subducted northwards along the northeast–southwest striking Eurasian margin (Muller et al., 2008; Whittaker et al., 2007). Northwards subduction along a northeast–southwest striking margin is consistent with the top-south shear inferred for the Makimine mélange and the NMR. On this basis, we interpret the Makimine mélange and NMR to have deformed along a similar, northeast–southwest striking plate boundary, accommodating subduction of young to moderately aged, relatively warm oceanic lithosphere.

3. Methods

We examined outcrop-scale structures such as foliations and quartz veins within metamorphosed and deformed sediments and oceanic crust in three exposures of exhumed shear zones on Kyushu, SW Japan. Samples obtained from the outcrops were analyzed using a combination of optical and electron microscopy to determine mineralogy and microstructure. Electron microscope work used the Zeiss Sigma HD scanning electron microscope in the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Cardiff University, equipped with two Oxford Instruments 150 mm² energy-dispersive spectrometers (EDS) and an Oxford Instruments electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) detector. Electron backscatter diffraction data, used to quantify quartz microstructures, were processed using the MTEX toolbox for MATLAB (Bachmann et al., 2010).

Figure 1. Location and geological maps of the studied shear zones on Kyushu (coordinates; WGS84), and inferred setting prior to exhumation. (a) Tectonic setting of Kyushu, showing the location of the studied exposures. (b) Schematic cross section showing the inferred setting of the exhumed shear zones. (c) Geological map of coastal Makimine mélange (modified from Ujiie et al., 2018). (d) Geological map of the Nishisonogi metamorphic rocks at Nishikashiyama. (e) Stereoplots showing the orientations of lineations and poles to foliations for each of the studied localities, and S-C foliation geometries measured at Nishikashiyama. Average planes were computed using all data-points.
Quartz veins were sampled for O isotope analyses to constrain the source of the vein-forming fluids. We sampled veins that cross-cut foliations defined by the peak metamorphic assemblage, but are also viscously deformed with subduction-related kinematics. Analyses of quartz vein $\delta^{18}$O were made at the University of Cape Town following the laser fluorination method of Harris and Vogeli (2010). 2–3 mg of clean quartz chips were reacted with BrF$_3$ and collected as O$_2$. The $^{18}$O/^{16}$O ratio of the O$_2$ gas was measured with a Finnegan Mat DeltaXP mass spectrometer in the Department of Archeology. Raw data were converted to $\delta$-notation relative to standard mean ocean water based on an internal garnet standard (MON GT; $\delta^{18}$O = 5.38‰). Long-term variations in the measured $\delta^{18}$O of standards indicate $2\sigma$ = 0.15‰.

To improve estimates of the $P$-$T$ conditions of deformation, and estimate amounts and conditions of fluid release in $P$-$T$ space, mineral equilibrium calculations were conducted for a metabasalt composition from inland Makimine mélange (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). Calculations were completed in the Na$_2$O-CaO-K$_2$O-FeO-MgO-Al$_2$O$_3$-SiO$_2$-H$_2$O-TiO$_2$-O (NCKFMASHTO) chemical system using THERMOCALC version 3.4.5, and an updated version of the Holland and Powell (2011) thermodynamic data set 6.2 (6 February 2012). Calculations used the activity-composition relationships of Green et al. (2016), apart from the relations for prehnite and pumpellyite, which are from Holland and Powell (2011). Calculations below 350°C used a simplified version of the amphibole model that only considered Fe-Mg substitution in ideal actinolite. Additionally, at $T < 350^\circ$C, K in the bulk composition was disregarded as biotite was the only stable K-bearing mineral. The analyzed metabasalt composition was converted to the ideal chemical system by disregarding minor amounts of Cr and Mn that cannot currently be accounted for in the activity-composition relations. C in the bulk composition relates to minor calcite within viscously deformed veins, and was also excluded from the calculations. However, in order to account for Ca in calcite, the stoichiometric amount of Ca required to form calcite from the available C was subtracted from the total Ca. Similarly, minor amounts of phosphorus (hosted in apatite) were not considered in the calculations, and the stoichiometric amount of Ca required to form apatite was also subtracted from total Ca. 77.3 mol.% of total Fe was taken to be Fe$^{2+}$, in line with typical values for metamorphosed mafic rocks (Rebay et al., 2010). The sample was assumed to be saturated with H$_2$O at all conditions.

4. Results

4.1. Tectonic Fabrics in the Exhumed Shear Zones

In coastal exposures of the Makimine mélange, oceanic plate stratigraphy is generally preserved. Sedimentary textures are also preserved, and thus we use sedimentary rock names to describe the metasedimentary rocks in this location, as in previous studies (Ujiie et al., 2018). Layers of greenish metabasalt and reddish mudstone up to a few meters thick are overlain by reddish-brown tuff, also a few meters thick. This sequence is overlain by sandstone-mudstone mélange and coherent turbidites (Figure 1c) that form a layer 1.3–1.6 km thick. This stratigraphic sequence is repeated at least twice, perhaps by underplating (Ujiie et al., 2018). Foliation in the mélange strikes approximately east–west, and dips gently to the north (Figures 1c and 1e; Ujiie et al., 2018). Metabasalt layers occur subparallel to the foliation and stratigraphic layering (Figures 1c and 2a). We do not observe pinch-and-swell of metabasalt layers, suggesting that the viscosity contrast between mudstone and metabasalt is low. Sandstone occurs as competent lenses within mudstone (Figure 2b), which have long axes subparallel to the foliation dip. Sandstone lenses commonly show a sigmoidal shape consistent with top-south shear. Foliation in the mudstone and metabasalt is locally cross-cut by quartz veins (Ujiie et al., 2018), some of which are deformed within meter-scale localized shear zones (Figure 2d).

Inland exposures of the Makimine mélange show mostly continuous, but variable-thickness (cm–m) layers of metabasalt and metasediments (Figure 2e). Coherent ocean plate stratigraphy is not preserved at the studied locality, but Needham and Mackenzie (1988) show repetition of metabasalt- and metasediment-rich sequences in Makimine mélange at the kilometer-scale in central Kyushu, interpreted to reflect underplating. Metabasalt layers within metasediment show long wavelength, low amplitude pinch-and-swell, suggesting that metabasalt was slightly more viscous than metasediment at the conditions of deformation. Foliation in metabasalt and metasediment dips gently north, and stretching lineation is subparallel to foliation dip, similar to coastal Makimine mélange (Figure 1e). Quartz veins occur, although here, in contrast to coastal exposures, veins do not cross-cut the foliation, but instead are viscously stretched subparallel to the foliation (Figure 2f).
At Nishikashiyama, the NMR contain layers of metasediment and metabasalt (Figure 1d) that vary in thickness from centimeters to several meters and lengths from meters to exceeding the extent of the outcrop (tens of meters). Foliation in metasediment and metabasalt generally dips east, but varies substantially in orientation at the cm to tens of meter scale because of tight, typically asymmetric folding commonly near lithological contacts (Figure 3a). Metasediment and metabasalt are commonly separated by centimeter-to-meter thick layers of chlorite-amphibole schist which has a more intense schistose texture and smaller proportion of albite, compared to metabasalt (Figures 3c–3f). Quartz veins occur both subparallel to the foliation and cross-cutting it at oblique angles, and show viscous deformation structures such as boudins and gentle to open folds (Figures 3c–3e).

4.2. Quartz Veins Within the Shear Zones

In coastal exposures of the Makimine mélange, shear veins occur subparallel to the mudstone cleavage (Figure 2c) and are identified by quartz slickenfibers on vein surfaces, and crack-seal textures indicating opening at low angles to vein boundaries. Inclusion bands defining the crack-seal texture within shear veins show spacing 20–38 μm (Ujiie et al., 2018). Extension veins, subparallel and oblique to the foliation (Figure 2c) are identified by vein-normal opening vectors; for example, quartz grains in extension veins are euhedral with long-axes orthogonal to the vein boundaries (Ujiie et al., 2018). Together the extension and shear veins form a pervasive fault-fracture mesh that accommodated a combination of dilation and top-south shear (Ujiie et al., 2018), as
described for general cases by Sibson (1996) and Sibson (2017). The thickness of these veins varies from a few
mm to ~5 cm, with typical lengths 1–2 m, although locally up to ~10 m. Areas of concentrated veining occur
within the mudstone-dominated mélange unit (Figure 1c) and are inferred to be zones that experienced locally
elevated strain rates (Ujiie et al., 2018). Some of the quartz veins have been viscously deformed within localized
shear zones (Figure 2d).

Boudinage and pinch-and-swell geometries shown by veins in inland exposures of the Makimine mélange
(Figure 2f) indicate viscous stretching within the plane of the foliation. Vein thicknesses vary between a few
centimeters and a few hundred microns, and lengths range between micron-scale lenses interpreted as dismem-
bered veins (Figure 5b), and examples up to ~2 m long that show pinch-and-swell structure. Unlike in coastal
Makimine mélange, vein morphologies are less clear in outcrop (Figure 2f) and recrystallization related to viscous
deformation has consistently overprinted growth-related structures such as fluid-inclusion planes or euhedral
grains (Figure 5b).

In the NMR, veins occur subparallel and oblique to the foliation (Figure 3c). Like in inland Makimine mélange,
veins subparallel to the foliation show pinch-and-swell and boudinage indicating viscous stretching. However,
veins oblique to foliation show only small amounts of viscous overprint, such as deflections along foliation

Figure 3. Structures within the Nishisonogi metamorphic rocks at Nishikashiyama, with inferred shear sense in (b) and (c) indicated by opposing arrows: (a) Tight folding in metabasalt near a contact with metasediment. (b) S-C foliation geometry within metabasalt consistent with top-south shear. (c) Foliation-parallel and foliation-oblique veins along a contact between chlorite-amphibole schist and metasediment, with local deflection of veins consistent with top-south shear. (d) Contact between metasediment and metabasalt separated by a ~1 m thick layer of chlorite-amphibole schist, showing locally abundant quartz veining. (e) Viscously stretched quartz vein within metasediment. (f) Abundant quartz veins near a contact between metasediment and metabasalt.
planes (Figure 3c), that are consistent with top-south shear. These observations indicate that in the NMR fracture and vein precipitation was consistently followed by syn-subduction viscous deformation. The thickness of veins varies from a few mm to ~30 cm and veins range in length from ~1 m to at least 5 m, but the maximum traced length is limited by outcrop size. Qualitatively, near metabasalt-metasediment contacts the frequency of veins is especially high relative to the general frequency of veins in the study area (e.g., Figures 3d and 3f).

4.3. Microstructure of the Viscous Fabrics

In metabasalts from coastal Makimine mélangé, albite-rich microlithons a few hundred microns thick, some of which show asymmetry consistent with top-south shear, are separated by layers rich in aligned chlorite grains (Figures 4a and 4b; Tulley et al., 2020). Minor proportions of prehnite occur, and prehnite grains are enveloped by the chlorite foliation (Figure 4b). Within metasediment, cleavage surfaces are defined by layers of fine-grained muscovite, which separate phyllosilicate-poor quartzofeldspathic layers (Figure 4d). The cleavage spacing is generally in the range 10–100 μm, with tighter spacing adjacent to quartz or albite grains that also

![Microstructures of metabasalt (a–c) and metasediment (d–f) from coastal Makimine mélangé. ab-albite; mu-muscovite; chl-chlorite; q-quartz; ttn-titanite; preh-prehnite. Opposing arrows in (a) and (e) indicate top-south shear. (a) Photomicrograph of metabasalt showing S-C structure. (b) Energy-dispersive spectrometers (EDS) map highlighting the distribution of chlorite around albite and quartz in metabasalt. (c) Backscattered electron image of metabasalt showing prehnite enclosed by the chlorite foliation. (d) Photomicrograph of metasediment showing the well-developed cleavage, with interstitial elongate quartz grains. (e) EDS map of metasediment, showing the muscovite-defined cleavage rotated adjacent to a quartz grain that shows asymmetry consistent with top-south shear. (f) Backscattered electron image showing the muscovite- and chlorite-rich layers that define the cleavage.](https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2021GC010208)
show asymmetry consistent with top-south shear (Figure 4e). Quartz and albite grains appear truncated against the cleavage and elongate parallel to the cleavage (Figure 4f).

In inland Makimine mélange, aligned muscovite and chlorite define the metabasalt foliation. Clinopyroxene, albite and amphibole form elongate grains that define the stretching lineation (Figure 5a). Mineral compositions obtained from EDS spectra indicate that clinopyroxene is diopside and amphibole is actinolite (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1; Leake et al., 1997; Morimoto et al., 1988). Previously obtained EBSD data indicate a lack of subgrains in diopside, interpreted to reflect limited activity of dislocation creep (Tulley et al., 2020). Actinolite occurs in asymmetric stress shadows adjacent to diopside grains, and appears to have formed by the breakdown of diopside (Figure 5a). In metasediment, layers of muscovite define the foliation (Figure 5c), which is especially well developed adjacent to quartzite lenses, the long axes of which define the stretching lineation in metasediment (Figure 5b). Quartz veins and lenses consist of grains with undulose optical extinction and bulging boundaries, surrounded by smaller grains typically <10 μm with straight optical extinction. Pole figures of average c-axis orientations for quartz grains in quartzite lenses show a well-developed crossed girdle geometry (Figure 5d). In contrast, average c-axis orientations for quartz grains within a quartz-rich area of the metasediment show a nearly random distribution (Figure 5d). Grain size measurements obtained from EBSD data suggest grain size 13 ± 7 μm (root mean square ± 1σ) within the quartz-rich area of the metasediment, and 18 ± 9 μm within viscously deformed veins (Figure 5d).

In NMR metabasalt, aligned elongate grains of albite and amphibole define the stretching lineation, and aligned muscovite and chlorite define the foliation, which commonly shows S-C geometry (Figures 3b and 6a; Tulley et al., 2020). Amphibole grains commonly show variation in composition, with more aluminous cores and less aluminous rims (Figure 6c). The geometry of the compositional zoning does not show any consistent anisotropy, and in many grains the zoning is fairly isotropic. Mineral compositions obtained from EDS spectra, classified according to the scheme of Leake et al. (1997) indicate that amphibole compositions range between hornblende and actinolite, commonly with grain cores showing hornblende-like compositions and rims showing actinolite-like compositions (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). In NMR metasediment, muscovite defines the foliation, and the long axes of albite and quartz grains define the stretching lineation (Figure 6b). Garnet

Figure 5. Microstructures of metabasalt (a) and metasediment (b and c) from inland Makimine mélangé, and stereoplots showing quartz grain orientations in metasediment (d). Opposing arrows in (a and b) indicate top-south shear sense. di-diopside; act-actinolite; ep-epidote; other abbreviations as in Figure 4. (a) Energy-dispersive spectrometers (EDS) map showing the muscovite and chlorite-defined foliation wrapping diopside and albite grains. Actinolite occurs as asymmetric rims around diopside. (b) Photomicrograph of metasediment showing a sigmoidal lens of dynamically recrystallized quartz surrounded by intensely foliated metasediment. (c) EDS map showing segregated quartz-albite and chloride-muscovite layers. (d) Equal area, lower hemisphere pole figures for average c-axis orientations of quartz grains in (left) a recrystallized vein, and (right) a quartz-rich region of the metasediment.
occurs in small proportions (<5%). Quartz veins subparallel to the foliation in metabasalt and metasediment are characterized by low degrees of intragranular distortion and lobate grain boundaries.

4.4. Mineral Assemblages, Thermodynamic Equilibria and Metamorphic Dehydration Reactions

The metamorphic conditions of the studied shear zones suggest burial to far greater depths than the few kilometres where substantial fluid-bearing porosity is expected to be maintained (e.g., Saffer & Tobin, 2011), and the main source of fluids at the conditions of the exhumed shear zones is expected to be mineral-bound aqueous fluid released during metamorphic dehydration (Peacock, 1990). Therefore, fluid production depends on the mineralogy and hydration state of the subducting lithologies. In most cases, the oceanic crust will be volumetrically more significant than sediment (e.g., Peacock, 1990), and we therefore focus on fluid production from basalt protoliths.

Thermodynamically stable mineral assemblages calculated for an inland Makimine mélange metabasalt composition (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1), assuming water saturation, are shown in Figure 7a. At <0.6 GPa, and <260°C, the sample is calculated to consist of the typical prehnite-pumpellyite facies assemblage actinolite-e-chlorite-albite-prehnite-pumpellyite-quartz-titanite. With increasing temperature, a series of changes to the stable mineral assemblage occur over the narrow T-window 260–300°C, notably the loss of prehnite and pumpellyite in exchange for actinolite and epidote (Figures 7a and 7c). This series of changes represents a transition from the prehnite-pumpellyite facies to the greenschist facies. The broad T window 300–450°C, at <0.8 GPa, contains the typical greenschist facies assemblage actinolite-epidote-biotite-chlorite-albite-quartz-titanite (Figure 7a). Increasing T in the P-T region 450–475°C, 0.3–0.8 GPa, results in further mineralogical changes, notably the introduction and growth of hornblende at the expense of actinolite, epidote and chlorite (Figures 7a and 7d). These changes represent the transition from the greenschist facies to the amphibolite facies. In the high-P, low-T region of the diagram, lawsonite-blueschist facies equilibria appear at >0.9 GPa and <350–450°C. From within lawsonite-blueschist facies equilibria, increasing temperature results in the loss of Na-diopside and lawsonite, in exchange for actinolite and epidote. Overall, the topology of Figure 7a is similar to previous diagrams constructed for fresh and altered basalt compositions (e.g., Condit et al., 2020; Fagereng, Diener, Ellis, & Remitti, 2018; Fagereng, Diener, Meneghini, et al., 2018). As such, we anticipate that Figure 7, constructed for an inland
Makimine mélangé composition, is a reasonable approximation for basalts from the other studied localities, which are interpreted to have formed along the same subduction margin albeit at different P-T conditions.

In coastal Makimine mélangé, metabasalt contains albite, chlorite, epidote, quartz, titanite, magnetite and minor prehnite. This assemblage is consistent with the modeled equilibria at 260–290°C and <0.3 GPa (Figure 7a), with the exception that minor (<10 vol.%) actinolite present in the modeled equilibria is not seen in thin section. Foliation-defining chlorite wraps around prehnite grains (Figure 4c), implying that prehnite was present during the final stages of subduction-related foliation development. Analcite, not observed in coastal Makimine metabasalt, is expected to become stable at <∼0.2 GPa (Liou, 1971), suggesting the preserved mineral assemblage developed between 0.2 and 0.3 GPa, with the upper P limit constrained by the absence of pumpellyite (Figure 7a). The small difference between the peak T estimate from previous Raman analyses (328 ± 30°C; Ujiie et al., 2018), and the T constraint from Figure 7a (260–290°C) may be due to slight differences between the composition of coastal Makimine metabasalt and the modeled metabasalt composition from inland Makimine mélange, additional uncertainties in the Raman thermometry, or sluggish reaction rates during prograde metamorphism.

In inland Makimine mélangé (peak T 371 ± 19°C; Ujiie et al., 2019), metabasalt contains albite, quartz, chlorite, muscovite, epidote, actinolite and diopside. EDS maps show that diopside is partially replaced by actinolite formed in asymmetric stress shadows (Figure 5a), implying progressive but partial equilibration of the metabasalt under hydrous conditions during viscous deformation. As diopside grains are rounded, fractured and rimmed by actinolite, they clearly predate the main metamorphic mineral assemblage. This, and the diopside composition, consistent with high-T low-P igneous rocks, suggests that diopside is a relict igneous mineral.
The lack of prehnite and hornblende in inland Makimine metabasalt is consistent with a peak metamorphic temperature ($T$) in excess of the conditions of prehnite breakdown, occurring over the range 280–330°C, but below the actinolite-hornblende transition, occurring over the range 450–475°C. These constraints are consistent with the temperature estimate 371 ± 19°C obtained by Ujiie et al. (2019). Assuming a peak metamorphic temperature of 371 ± 19°C, the lack of glaucophane suggests inland Makimine mélange exposures experienced peak pressures <0.7 GPa (Figure 7a).

NMR metabasalt contains albite, amphibole, chlorite and epidote. The compositional zoning in some amphibole grains (Figure 6c and Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1) suggests that actinolite formed after hornblende. Anisotropic structures such as S-C foliation geometries and asymmetric albite grains suggest these features formed during shearing, although compositional zoning in amphibole is fairly isotropic, consistent with having formed under largely static conditions, perhaps during exhumation. This interpretation is supported by Figures 7a and 7d that show hornblende is replaced by actinolite along a retrograde metamorphic path between 450 and 500°C and 0.2–1 GPa. Assuming peak thermal metamorphism at 500 ± 50°C (Ujiie et al., 2019), the lack of glaucophane in NMR metabasalt suggests peak pressures <1.1 GPa (Figure 7a).

In contrast to metabasalts, metasediments from the studied exposures show only minor mineralogical changes with increasing metamorphic grade. Coastal Makimine and inland Makimine mélange metasediments show the same mineral assemblage in similar proportions; quartz, albite, muscovite, and chlorite. NMR metasediments differ only slightly, due to the presence of minor amounts of garnet.

The constraints on peak $P$ and $T$ provided by metabasalt mineralogy, supported by RSCM thermometry (Mori et al., 2019; Ujiie et al., 2018, 2019), suggest that the three shear zone exposures experienced pressures below those required for pumpellyite and glaucophane stability, as indicated in Figure 7a. This constraint suggests the Late Cretaceous plate boundary geotherm was >−15°C/km. Calculated mineral abundances and compositions at conditions below pumpellyite-in and glaucophane-in reactions are largely dependent on $T$, and relatively insensitive to $P$ (Figure 7a), precluding a more refined estimate of $P$.

Within the range of possible $P$-$T$ paths suggested by the shear zone mineralogies within our Kyushu case study (Figure 7a), progressive subduction and increasing $T$ between 250 and 550°C drives local phase changes that dramatically reduce the amount of mineral-bound water in a hydrated basalt composition (Figure 7b). Increasing $T$ from within the prehnite-pumpellyite facies leads to prehnite breakdown (Figures 7 and 7c), resulting in the release of ~5 mol% water between 270°C and 290°C, close to the conditions of coastal Makimine mélange. In contrast to the coastal Makimine mélange exposures, the large area of the psuedosection occupied by the greenschist facies, and containing the peak metamorphic conditions of inland Makimine mélange exposures, experiences no substantial change to the proportion of mineral-bound water (Figure 7b). From within the greenschist facies, increasing temperature near the peak $T$ conditions of the NMR leads to chlorite breakdown (Figures 7a and 7d), which releases another 5 mol% water between 470 and 490°C. The modeled fluid release is relatively insensitive to $P$, and is therefore expected to occur at similar temperatures for the wide range of thermal gradients that pass through the prehnite-pumpellyite–greenschist, and greenschist–amphibolite facies transitions.

**4.5. δ18O in Quartz Veins**

Oxygen isotope ratios were measured in 4 veins within metasediment in coastal Makimine mélange, 2 veins within metasediment in inland Makimine mélange, and 8 veins within metasediment, metabasalt, and chlorite-amphibolite schist from the NMR (sample descriptions and δ18O values Table S2 in Supporting Information S1). Across all three shear zone exposures, δ18O values in vein quartz vary between 15.0‰ and 17.9‰ (Figure 8). The highest δ18O values were measured in samples from coastal Makimine mélange and lowest values measured in samples from the NMR, that is, vein δ18O decreases with increasing metamorphic grade.
We calculate $\delta^{18}O$ of the vein-forming fluid for veins in the coastal Makimine mélange and in the NMR using temperature-dependent water-quartz fractionation factors (Matsuhisa et al., 1979). Veins from coastal Makimine mélange cross-cut the peak metamorphic foliation, and growth-related structures indicate formation during subduction, suggesting that the veins formed near the final stages of subduction-related deformation. Some of the veins sampled from the NMR are highly deformed and occur subparallel to the foliation, while others obliquely crosscut the foliation but also show small degrees of viscous deformation consistent with subduction, suggesting that some veins formed during the final stages of subduction-related deformation. Therefore, we use the peak metamorphic temperatures obtained by RSCM for the calculation of fluid $\delta^{18}O$ fractionation factors. Calculated fluid $\delta^{18}O$ values are 10.9‰–12.0‰ for coastal Makimine mélange veins, and 12.7‰–13.9‰ for the NMR veins (Figure 8).

5. Inferred Mechanisms of Viscous Creep Across the Base of the Subduction Thrust

5.1. Viscous Creep at <350°C

A well-developed cleavage is defined by phyllosilicates in the coastal Makimine melange (Figure 4). Intense mechanical anisotropy in phyllosilicate minerals (Hansen et al., 2020; Mares & Kronenberg, 1993; Okamoto et al., 2019) causes mechanically weak cleavage planes to be parallel to the XY plane of the finite strain ellipsoid, defined by the principal stretching directions $X \geq Y \geq Z$ (Figure 9). Sigmoidal patterns of lesser and greater quartz concentration adjacent to large quartz grains (Figure 4d) are interpreted to reflect areas where relatively higher and lower normal stresses led to solubility gradients and grain elongation parallel to $\sigma_3$ (Durney, 1976; Rutter, 1983) during non-coaxial shear (Figure 9). The phyllosilicate cleavage, although formed initially perpendicular to $\sigma_1$, is expected to have rotated toward the regional shear zone boundary during progressive strain (Figure 9). In both Makimine mélange and the NMR, the lack of cleavage plane kinks within phyllosilicate grains (Figures 4f, 6b, and 6d) suggests that grain-scale frictional sliding, rather than dislocation glide, was the dominant mechanism driving deformation within phyllosilicates. Overall, the viscous fabrics in metasediments and metabasalts are interpreted to have formed during non-coaxial shear facilitated by dissolution-precipitation creep of quartz and albite, and sliding along mechanically weak chlorite and muscovite cleavages inclined to the direction of $\sigma_1$ (Fagereng et al., 2010; Niemeijer & Spiers, 2005) and subparallel to the shear zone boundary. In this case, the rheology controlling viscous shear is a frictional-viscous flow (Bos & Spiers, 2002; Niemeijer, 2018; Streit & Cox, 2000) sensitive to grain-size, mineral solubility, frictional strength, effective stress, and strain rate.

Figure 9. Development of foliation and lineation in a gently dipping simple shear zone at low angles to $\sigma_1$. Dissolution-precipitation creep of soluble minerals (blue), results in elongation of grains parallel to $\sigma_3$, assisting the formation of layers of aligned phyllosilicates (orange) along the grain boundaries of soluble minerals. Quartz veins, formed orthogonal to $\sigma_3$, will also rotate with progressive strain.
5.2. Viscous Creep at >350°C

The well-developed foliation in inland Makimine mélangé is interpreted to have formed by a frictional-viscous mechanism (Figure 9) like in coastal mélangé exposures. In metasediment, pronounced quartz crystal preferred orientation (CPO) patterns within relatively coarse-grained quartzite lenses, and less pronounced or absent quartz CPO patterns in adjacent mixed-mineralogy, fine-grained metasediment (Figure 5d) suggests dissolution-precipitation creep is more efficient than dislocation creep in fine grained, mixed-mineral rocks, as also inferred from theoretical (Wheeler, 1992) and laboratory (e.g., Niemeijer & Spiers, 2005) studies, and observations in some continental shear zones (e.g., Klijan et al., 2011; Stenwali et al., 2019). The sigmoidal shape of actinolite-diopside grains in metabasalt (Figure 5a) indicate that diopside breakdown occurred during non-coaxial shear.

In the NMR, viscous deformation is inferred to occur by slip along the well-developed phyllosilicate foliation (Figure 6). Well-developed shape preferred orientations and absence of CPO (Figure 6; Tulley et al., 2020) in quartz and albite suggests that these minerals deform by dissolution-precipitation creep. Therefore, like in the Makimine mélangé, the bulk rheology is inferred to be controlled by a frictional-viscous flow. Boudinage of quartz veins within the inland Makimine and NMR shear zones implies that quartz is stronger than the phyllosilicate-bearing metasediments and metabasalts, highlighting the mechanical importance of phyllosilicate content.

6. Brittle Fracturing Within the Viscous Shear Zones

In coastal Makimine melange, mutually cross-cutting shear veins and extension veins formed coevally in a fault-fracture mesh (Ujiie et al., 2018). The stress and fluid pressure conditions during formation of this vein network, and the veins in the other exposures, can be explored with a brittle failure mode diagram (Cox, 2010; Sibson, 1998), plotted for Andersonian contractional and extensional stress regimes, with vertical \( \sigma_3 \) or \( \tau \), respectively (Figure 10).

The failure envelopes in Figure 10 show stress conditions for extension, extension-shear, and shear failure of isotropic rocks in effective vertical stress \( (\sigma'_v) \) – differential stress \( (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3) \) space, for friction coefficients (\( \mu \)) of 0.4 and 0.6, tensile strength \( (T_0) \) 5 and 10 MPa, and cohesive strengths \( 2T_0 \). This range of material parameters is broadly representative of metasediments (e.g., Gholami & Rasouli, 2014; Lockner, 1995), and likely comparable to phyllosilicate-rich metabasalts (Figures 1c and 1d). Figure 10 also shows the stress conditions required for sliding along a cohesion-less phyllosilicate cleavage with \( \mu = 0.35 \), representative of experimentally deformed phyllosilicate-rich rocks (e.g., den Hartog et al., 2013; Fagereng & Ikari, 2020; Okamoto et al., 2019). Laboratory experiments indicate that the operation of dissolution-precipitation creep substantially reduces the strength of phyllosilicate-rich rocks (e.g., Niemeijer, 2018), such that the cohesionless strengths plotted in Figure 10 likely overestimate the viscous strength of the shear zone rocks. Additionally, while Figure 10 implies vein orientations are controlled by instantaneous stress orientations, the well-developed foliation in the shear zone lithologies may favor fracturing parallel to the mechanically weak foliation, at lower differential stresses than calculated in Figure 10.

The formation of extension veins is restricted to differential stress conditions \( (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3) < 4T_0 \) (Figures 10a and 10b); Etheridge, 1983; Phillips, 1974; Secor, 1965). Micaceous metasediments similar to those in coastal Makimine mélangé show \( T_0 \) generally in the range 5–10 MPa (e.g., Gholami & Rasouli, 2014), suggesting differential stress conditions in coastal Makimine mélangé of less than a few tens of MPa at the time of extension fracturing (Figure 10a). Shear veins in coastal Makimine mélangé, formed by hybrid extensional-shear fracturing (Ujiie et al., 2018), require slightly higher differential stress (Figures 10a and 10c), but still within the order of tens of MPa. Mutually overprinting shear and extension fractures in coastal Makimine mélangé imply cycling of shear stresses, perhaps reflecting transient slip
events. Subhorizontal extension veins subparallel to foliation, mutually crosscut by subvertical extension veins, imply local and/or temporary rotation of $\sigma_3$ from vertical to horizontal (Figure 10), reflecting variable shear stresses and switching between stress states favoring reverse and normal faulting, perhaps related to transient slip events (Ujiie et al., 2018). Such switching is also consistent with small differential stress, particularly if stress drops relating to fracturing and vein formation are small, as suggested by Ujiie et al. (2018). In inland Makimine mélangé and the NMR, vein microstructures related to their formation (e.g., slickenfibers, euhedral grains) are overprinted by dislocation creep microstructures, making the failure mode of vein-filled fractures at these locations unclear.

Progressive viscous shear will cause rotation of veins toward parallelism with the foliation (Figure 9), suggesting that the veins in the NMR that lie oblique to foliation but are deformed with top-south shear sense must have formed during the last increment of subduction-related deformation. These observations imply that the NMR records brittle deformation that occurred at greater depths, and was superimposed on greater finite strains, than the viscous deformation recorded in inland Makimine mélangé. In inland Makimine mélangé, veins are viscously deformed and likely formed at shallower, cooler conditions, like those determined for coastal Makimine mélangé, before being subducted deeper and deforming in a dominantly viscous part of the subduction thrust.

In the NMR, veins are more frequent near contacts between metasediment and metabasalt, relative to elsewhere in the exposures (Figures 3c–3f). In this case, local brittle failure criteria may be reached by shear stress amplification (Beall et al., 2019a; Sibson, 1980) and/or decrease in $\sigma_3$ (Cox, 2020; Fagereng, 2013) within stronger lenses, driven by faster shear strain rate in surrounding weaker rocks (Figure 11), as inferred for other lithologically heterogeneous shear zones reflecting mixed creep and fracturing (e.g., Behr & Bürgmann, 2021; Hayman & Lavier, 2014; Kotowski & Behr, 2019).

In coastal Makimine mélangé and the NMR, we suggest that fracturing is caused by either, or a combination of effective stress reduction due to dehydration reactions and/or shear stress amplification due to lithological (and therefore viscosity) heterogeneity. Chemical reactions changing mineralogy along metasediment-metabasalt contacts may also assist the localisation of fracturing by locally releasing fluid or changing rheology (Ujiie et al., 2019). Dehydration reactions and shear stress amplification may act together to drive brittle failure within the shear zones; for example, where viscosity contrast is high, effective stresses may not need to be low to cause fracturing (e.g., Beall et al., 2019a; Fagereng & Beall, 2021). On the other hand, where the viscosity contrast is low, the degree of stress amplification is likely to be lower, and fracturing likely required lower effective stress. In coastal Makimine mélangé, veins formed away from lithological contacts, perhaps reflecting fracturing dominantly driven by local fluid pressure rather than in the absence of stress amplification.

7. Vein Filling Volume and Fluid Sources

Along subduction $P$-$T$ paths, the oceanic crust composition modeled in Figure 7, and other modeled subducting sediment and hydrated mantle compositions (e.g., Condit et al., 2020; Fagereng & Diener, 2011; Fagereng, Diener, Ellis, & Remitti, 2018; Hacker, 2008; Kerrick & Connolly, 2001; Peacock, 2009) release fluids at specific $P$-$T$ conditions corresponding to dehydration reactions, with substantially lower volumes of fluid released at $P$-$T$ conditions between these reactions. The range of potential $P$-$T$ paths for the studied shear zones pass through two discrete $T$-dependent dehydration reactions, each releasing 5 mol% $H_2O$: (a) prehnite breakdown at 270–290°C and (b) chlorite breakdown at 470–490°C (Figure 7), with (a) occurring near the deformation conditions of coastal Makimine mélangé and (b) occurring near the conditions of the deformation in the NMR (Figure 11a). Inland Makimine mélangé preserves deformation structures that formed in a thermodynamically stable green-schist facies mineral assemblage at conditions away from ongoing dehydration reactions, and contains viscously overprinted brittle structures that potentially formed at conditions of prehnite breakdown, as preserved with much less viscous overprint in coastal Makimine mélangé.

If we consider veins as formed by brittle fracture followed by fluid influx and mineral precipitation (Bons et al., 2012; Oliver & Bons, 2001), the quartz veins imply that $SiO_2$-saturated fluid was present within the shear zones during mixed brittle-viscous deformation. In veins from coastal Makimine mélangé, variation of liquid/vapor ratios in fluid inclusions within shear veins suggest that fluid pressure cycled between near-lithostatic and near-hydrostatic values (Ujiie et al., 2018). This may be explained by fracture rapidly reducing fluid pressure, causing silica supersaturation and vein precipitation (Ujiie et al., 2018). We calculate the level of silica
supersaturation as the difference between the equilibrium solubility of SiO$_2$ in H$_2$O at lithostatic and hydrostatic fluid pressure, at the peak metamorphic temperature, assuming a 15°C/km thermal gradient, then calculate the volume of supersaturated fluid required to form a typical disc-shaped 1 m diameter, 3 cm thick quartz vein. Our calculations (detail in S3 of Supporting Information) used the equilibrium SiO$_2$ solubility equation of Manning (1994) and the Holland and Powell (1991) equation of state for H$_2$O, as implemented in MATLAB by Fagereng and Ellis (2009). Because we do not account for other sources of supersaturation, our estimates are only appropriate to demonstrate the order of magnitude of the minimum required fluid volume. To form a typical-sized vein at the conditions of coastal Makimine mélange would require at least a few hundred m$^3$ of fluid. In the case of the NMR, viscous overprinting has erased microstructures relating to vein formation, so we cannot constrain potential variation in fluid P. However, T is a more important variable determining vein precipitation rate than the magnitude of fluid pressure drop (Williams & Fagereng, 2022), and assuming vein formation in the NMR occurs by a comparable process to vein formation in coastal Makimine mélange, we perform the same calculation for the NMR, which gives a minimum required fluid volume of a few tens of m$^3$. Although we acknowledge that the magnitude of fluid pressure drop suggested to drive precipitation is uncertain, the effect is likely less than the

Figure 11. Summary of the effects of local dehydration reactions and lithological heterogeneity within a viscous, overpressured subduction thrust. (a) Sketch showing localized fluid inputs to an already fluid-rich thrust at the P-T conditions of prehnite and chlorite breakdown, lowering effective stresses and contributing to fracturing (e.g., Figures 2c and 3c). (b) Sketch of shear zone structure, based on outcrop observations (Figures 2a and 2c and Figure 3d). (c–e) Mohr circles showing “typical” states for each of the studied locations (black circles) and the effects of fluid pressurization and stress amplification.
order of magnitude difference we calculate between the P-T conditions of coastal Makimine and the NMR. As the formation of a single vein requires at least a few tens to a few hundred m$^3$ of fluid, and chlorite and prehnite dehydration reactions release 5 mol% H$_2$O from metamorphosed oceanic crust, to form a single vein from the fluid released from prehnite or chlorite dehydration would require the fluid contribution from a few hundred to a few thousand m$^3$ of dehydrating oceanic crust. These results suggest that the vein forming fluids are dominated by the cumulative contributions of deeper dehydration reactions, as indicated in Figure 11a.

The $\delta^{18}$O of the vein-forming fluids may shed light on the lithologies that the fluids interacted with or were sourced from. The fluid $\delta^{18}$O (10.9‰–13.9‰) is greater than bulk-rock $\delta^{18}$O of unaltered oceanic crust (5.4‰–6.1‰; Ito et al., 1987) or unaltered mantle ($\delta^{18}$O 5.1‰–5.9‰; Mattey et al., 1994). This rules out the fluids having equilibrated with these lithologies immediately prior to vein formation. However, the fluid $\delta^{18}$O values overlap with values reported for altered oceanic crust (3.7‰–12.7‰; Gregory & Taylor, 1981) and subducted clastic sediments ($\delta^{18}$O 10‰–20‰; Savin & Epstein, 1970). Therefore, the vein-forming fluids must have interacted with, and/or be partially or wholly sourced from, subducted sediments and altered oceanic crust. The fluid $\delta^{18}$O values are also comparable to values for vein-forming fluids in the amphibolite facies Kuiseb Schist (11‰–13‰; Fagereng, Diener, Meneghini, et al., 2018), and vein-forming fluids in the blueschist to amphibolite-facies units of the Catalina Schist (12‰–14‰; Bebout, 1991), but slightly greater than values for vein-forming fluids in the southern Arosa Zone, Central Alps (6.7‰–10‰; Condit et al., 2022). These and our results suggest that plate boundary fluids commonly equilibrate with metasediments and altered oceanic crust (metabasalt), consistent with channeling of fluids along the plate boundary shear zone.

Considering that the metasediment mineral assemblage is nearly constant between the three localities, changes to the metasediment water content during subduction from coastal Makimine to NMR depths were likely minor. Pseudo-section models of the average oceanic sediment composition GLOSS (Plank & Langmuir, 1998) support this notion, gradually releasing $\sim$ 1.2 mol% H$_2$O along the prograde P-T path inferred for shear zones studied here (Fagereng, Diener, Ellis, & Remitti, 2018). In comparison, the mineralogy (Figure 7a) and water content (Figure 7b) of metabasalt changes substantially, releasing 10 mol.% water between prehnite-pumpellyite and amphibolite facies conditions. This suggests that local fluid contributions to the shear zones were dominantly sourced from metabasalts.

Measurements of noble gas ratios in veins from coastal Makimine mélangé suggest that the vein-forming fluid contained 80%–85% mantle-derived fluid, 15%–18% oceanic crust-derived fluid, and the small remainder sourced from dehydrating sediments (N. Nishiyama, Sumino, & Ujiie, 2020). These results suggest that vein-forming fluids may have had $\delta^{18}$O buffered to higher values by relatively high $\delta^{18}$O metasubasalts and metasediments, for example, by focused fluid flow along a plate boundary shear zone containing these lithologies. The modest proportion of the vein-forming fluid suggested to have an oceanic crust source (15%–18%; N. Nishiyama, Sumino, & Ujiie, 2020) suggest that local dehydration reactions in oceanic crust give a small contribution to total fluid volume within the shear zone relative to the contribution from far-field, likely deeper-derived fluids. This is consistent with our calculations that suggest local dehydration reactions produce a minor proportion of the vein-forming fluid. Far-field fluids are likely sourced from other dehydration reactions occurring at greater P-T conditions. For example, serpentine, which is common within hydrated ultramafic rocks, contains $\sim$ 13 wt% H$_2$O and breaks down at $>$600°C along subduction P-T paths (Condit et al., 2020). Serpentine breakdown in subducting slab mantle and mantle wedge likely contributes substantially to the far-field derived fluid component.

These far-field sourced fluids are expected to migrate up-dip within the shear zone relatively uniformly, providing low ambient effective stresses along the plate boundary. Within a shear zone under low ambient effective stresses, local fluid contributions, such as fluid released during prehnite and chlorite breakdown, and variations in stress state along shear zone viscosity contrasts, may provide the small stress change required to locally switch between creeping behavior and localized fracturing (Figures 10 and 11).

8. Implications for Deformation Processes in Subduction Zones

8.1. Relation to Slip Styles Along Active Margins

Dissolution-precipitation creep and sliding along foliation surfaces (Figure 9) persists as the dominant mechanism within the plate boundary shear zone in metasediments and hydrated basalts over the entire range of P-T conditions recorded by the studied exposures. Microstructures indicating this deformation mechanism have also been observed in subduction thrust shear zones exhumed from temperatures <300°C (e.g., Meneghini & Moore, 2007;
Palazzin et al., 2016), at comparable conditions to the studied shear zones (e.g., French & Condit, 2019; Platt et al., 2018), and also at warmer conditions in continental crust (e.g., Condit & Mahan, 2018; Stenvall et al., 2019). This mechanism likely accommodates plate-rate creep at displacement rates of a few cm per year and stresses of no more than a few 10s of MPa (e.g., Wassmann & Stöckhert, 2013; Fagereng & den Hartog, 2017). At higher stresses, it may also accommodate discontinuous slow slip events at rates of a few cm per month under some conditions (e.g., Fagereng et al., 2014; Fagereng & den Hartog, 2017; Kirkpatrick et al., 2021), although other calculations have shown the required stresses to be too high (Condit et al., 2022), or that some additional weakening mechanism is required (Beall et al., 2019b).

Tectonic tremor signals are generally accepted to reflect low frequency earthquakes accommodating shear slip within the plate interface (e.g., Ide et al., 2007; Royer & Bostock, 2014; Shelly et al., 2006), although Frank et al. (2014) show that low frequency earthquakes may not encompass the entire tremor signal. Acoustic emissions during laboratory dehydration experiments are comparable to tremor (Burlini et al., 2009), and dehydration-related extension fractures perhaps reflect the noisy part of the tremor signal (Fagereng, Diener, Meneghini, et al., 2018).

For shear slip events with displacement 0.1–0.2 mm along 1–10 m long faults in coastal Makimine mélange, assuming a low shear modulus (3 GPa), Ujiie et al. (2018) calculated stress drops 30–600 kPa, consistent with low driving stresses. Unfortunately, viscous overprinting has erased most, if not all, vein growth-related microstructures, preventing an estimate of stress drop for NMR veins. However, large (>1 mm) highly strained quartz grains within the veins (Tulley et al., 2020) may have formed during single episodes of vein precipitation and if so, suggest larger opening increments than for coastal Makimine mélange.

The relatively local and small-displacement fracturing recorded in coastal Makimine mélange and the NMR is indicative of a small contribution of brittle failure to a dominantly viscous regime, as for example, suggested by Gao and Wang (2017) as a mechanism for ETS below the base of the seismogenic zone. Additionally, the length-scales of vein concentration zones in coastal Makimine mélange and the NMR are on the order of tens to a few hundreds of meters, consistent with source lengths of a few hundred meters inferred for low frequency earthquakes in Cascadia (Chester & Creager, 2017). Assuming a shear modulus 3 GPa (consistent with foliated micaceous rocks; Gholami & Rasouli, 2014), crack-seal textures with slip increments 0.1–0.2 mm within 1–10 m diameter shear veins in coastal Makimine mélange reflect episodic moment release in the order of $2 \times 10^7$ – $5 \times 10^7$ Nm. These results suggest that the incremental moment release during crack-seal vein formation in coastal Makimine mélange was smaller than the moment release calculated for low frequency earthquakes associated with ETS events along the Cascadia margin ($\sim 2 \times 10^{11}$ Nm; Sweet et al., 2019). If low frequency earthquakes represent failure along multiple shear veins within a fault-fracture mesh, then this may explain the smaller moment release associated with the opening of individual shear veins.

Along the northern Hikurangi margin, the relative magnitudes of the principal compressive stresses decrease prior to SSEs and increase during SSEs, interpreted to reflect transient fluctuations in fluid pressure driving the periodicity of ETS events (Warren-Smith et al., 2019). Along the Cascadia margin, temporal changes in shear wave velocity contrast after ETS events are interpreted to reflect temporary reduction in fluid pressure after SSEs (Gosselin et al., 2020), also consistent with fluid pressure fluctuations over the ETS cycle. The cyclic fluid pressure and vein formation inferred at low effective stress conditions in the Makimine melange and NMR (Figure 11) is therefore comparable to transient conditions associated with SSEs.

### 8.2. Effects of Metamorphic Dehydration Reactions

Geophysical studies have shown that tremor is sensitive to small (1–15 kPa) stress changes induced by Earth and ocean tides (Nakata et al., 2008; Royer et al., 2015; Rubinstein et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2013), indicating that stress conditions in ETS regions are close to the critical conditions for brittle failure (e.g., Figure 11). Provided that permeability is sufficiently low, pressurized fluids derived from a combination of deeper distal dehydration reactions, and local dehydration reactions, may facilitate the low effective stresses required to cause fracturing. For our Kyushu example, we infer that prehnite and chlorite dehydration locally increased the rate of fluid supply to the thrust (Figure 11), generating patches where effective stress was especially low (Figure 11a), contributing to embrittlement. In this realm, viscous deformation dominates, and brittle deformation is allowed by local failure conditions but limited in space because propagating fractures must overcome a large difference between ambient stress and frictional strength (Fagereng & Beall, 2021).
Forming the mineral equilibria calculated to occur at the P-T conditions of the shear zones requires the addition of water to unaltered oceanic crust, possible through sea-floor hydrothermal circulation, faulting along transform margins, or along the outer-rise of subduction zones (Alt et al., 1986; Ranero et al., 2003; Shillington et al., 2015). Given that these hydration mechanisms are intrinsically local, rather than necessarily pervasive throughout the pre-subduction oceanic crust, the scale at which the equilibrium assemblages develop is likely an important control on the rheology of subducting oceanic crust. As the fluid contributions from local dehydration reactions are volumetrically small relative to the distally-derived fluid component, spatial and temporal variations in the flux of distally-derived fluid component might also cause patches of local, temporary embrittlement.

The viscous deformation recorded in the inland Makimine mélangé occurred within a broad P-T region within the greenschist facies, where the mineral assemblage is stable and little metamorphic fluid is released (Figure 7). Subdued rates of local fluid release and low viscosity contrast suppress brittle failure, allowing viscous plate boundary rate shear by dissolution-precipitation creep and sliding along phyllosilicate foliations, provided permeability allows for efficient up-dip migration of deeper-sourced fluids. We suggest that, here, stresses are relatively stable, and sub-critical (Figure 11c).

9. Conclusions

We have considered structures that formed by creep and fracture processes within three shear zone exposures exhumed from different metamorphic grades along a kinematically similar Late Cretaceous subduction thrust. Estimates of the peak metamorphic conditions suggest the three exposures deformed within a T range spanning ~300°C–500°C, extending between the base of the thermally-controlled seismogenic zone and the mantle wedge corner. Metabasalts (altered oceanic crust), and subducted sediments deformed within a broad shear zone, by sliding along mechanically weak phyllosilicate foliations and dissolution-precipitation creep of interstitial non-phyllosilicates, at shear stresses sensitive to grain size, friction, mineral solubility, effective stress, and strain rate. Fracturing accompanied viscous creep at P-T conditions corresponding to specific metamorphic dehydration reactions in subducting oceanic crust; prehnite breakdown at 270°C–290°C and chlorite breakdown at 450°C–480°C. At these localities, effective stress is low, and only small stress perturbations are required to cause embrittlement. Shear zone rocks deformed at P-T conditions between these dehydration reactions deformed by viscous creep, reflected by continuous deformation structures. In heterogeneous shear zones rock reflect mixed creep and fracturing, the distribution of quartz veins suggests that variations in shear stress (and related strain rates) along mechanical contrasts, as well as variations in pore fluid pressure, contributed to local, transient embrittlement.

Our results imply that specific dehydration reactions can drive localized embrittlement within the viscous subduction thrust. Our results also imply that embrittlement can be driven by local variations in stresses within lithologically heterogeneous shear zones, but that this effect is more apparent if effective stresses are low or viscosity contrasts are high. Consequently, the hydration state and mineralogy of the subducting lithosphere (controlling the location and magnitude of dehydration-related fluid flux), and presence of lithological heterogeneity within the plate boundary are both potential drivers of the occurrence and distribution of brittle fracturing along otherwise viscous subduction thrusts.

Data Availability Statement
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